Competence Oriented Multilingual Adaptive Language Assessment and Training System (COMALAT)

**Project description:**
COMALAT is a language training system for Vocational Education and Training (VET). COMALAT provides learning materials as an innovative Open Educational Resource (OER) and is able to adapt itself to the needs and objectives of learners. Each of the learners is individually supervised by the system, in order to develop job-oriented language skills. For this reason, activities for language development and for specific professional purposes are integrated into the learning materials by the system. The COMALAT System wants to present itself as a flexible, web-based platform and application for mobile devices for teaching and learning language skills. The system offers German, English and Spanish learning materials for free to all EU citizens as Open Educational Resource (OER).

**COMALAT System architecture:**

**My Progress:**
The “My Progress” page is intended for the visualization of the individual learning progress. Each learner has visualizations for his individual skills and weaknesses. The progress in the learning path is visible for the learner. Based on database entries and services provided by other tools in the COMALAT System accessible via their APIs, a dashboard is created for the overview of the learning progress.

**My Achievements:**
The “My Achievements” page will display various information regarding the learning success and progress of the learner. From time to time, the learner is rewarded for learning on the COMALAT platform.

**Contact Informations:**
Email: info@comalat.eu
Postal adress: Department for Electrical Engineering and Informatics, University Siegen, Hölderlinstr. 3, D-57076 Siegen, Germany.
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